LACNOG BCOP WG
About LACNOG

• LACNOG is the operator’s community of Latin America and the Caribbean

• Mailing list: lacnog@lacnic.net

• Two main events per year
  • Last meeting was in San Jose, Costa Rica

• Different participation in other meetings

• Serveral working groups:
  • Training, National NOGs, IETF-LAC, Peering Forum, IoT and BCOP
BCOP working group

- Best Current Operational Practices for LAC
- Chairs: Ariel Weher, Luis Balbinot
- Identify and document best practices for ISPs and network operators
- BCOP mailing list:
  - [https://mail.lacnic.net/mailman/listinfo/bcop](https://mail.lacnic.net/mailman/listinfo/bcop)
  - bcop@lacnog.org
BCOP activities

• Document approved:
  • LACNOG BCOP 20160127-01 Requerimientos de IPv6 para equipos de TIC
  • Date: 01/27/2016
  • Tutor: Jan Zörz

• Reference documents: RIPE-554

• Contributors: Azael Fernández Alcántara, Ernesto Pérez Estévez, Ariel Weher, others
BCOP activities

• Working documents:
  • BGP implementation
  • CPEs attacks mitigation techniques
  • Operators & CSIRTs cooperation plan
  • First steps in IPv6 implementation
  • Remote Triggered BlackHole routes (RTBH).
  • Spanish & Portuguese translation of RIPE-631: IPv6 Troubleshooting for Residential ISP Helpdesks.

• Some help is needed: more collaborative work and increasing participation from our region

• http://www.lacnog.org/wg-bcops/
Thanks!